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Inorganic clathrates such as Ba8GaxGe46−x and Ba8GaxSi46−x commonly exhibit very low ther-
mal conductivities. A quantitative computational description of this important property has proven
difficult, in part due to the large unit cell, the role of disorder, and the fact that both electronic carri-
ers and phonons contribute to transport. Here, we conduct a systematic analysis of the temperature
and composition dependence of low-frequency modes associated with guest species in Ba8GaxGe46−x
and Ba8AlxSi46−x (“rattler modes”), as well as of thermal transport in stoichiometric Ba8Ga16Ge30.
To this end, we account for phonon-phonon interactions by means of temperature dependent effective
interatomic force constants (TDIFCs), which we find to be crucial in order to achieve an accurate
description of the lattice part of the thermal conductivity. While the analysis of the thermal con-
ductivity is often largely focused on the rattler modes, here, it is shown that at room temperatures
modes with ~ω & 10 meV account for 50% of lattice heat transport. Finally, the electronic contri-
bution to the thermal conductivity is computed, which shows the Wiedemann-Franz law to be only
approximately fulfilled. As a result, it is crucial to employ the correct prefactor when separating
electronic and lattice contributions for experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermoelectric materials enable the extraction of elec-
trical power from a thermal gradient, as well as the re-
verse process, cooling through electrical power.1,2 As a
result these materials are interesting for applications such
as power generation in remote locations, waste heat re-
cuperation, and active cooling. Specifically, in the high-
temperature region, which is of interest for example with
regard to waste heat recuperation from combustion pro-
cesses, inorganic clathrates are among the most efficient
thermoelectric materials3,4 with studies reporting figure-
of-merit (zT ) values above one.5,6
Clathrates are chemical substances with a defined
lattice structure that can trap atomic or molecular
species.7,8 For thermoelectric applications one usually
considers inorganic clathrates, examples of which include
compounds such as Ba8Ga16Ge30 or Sr8Ga16Sn30.
9,10
Here, the earth alkaline atoms act as guest species
that occupy the cages provided by the host structure,
where the latter is most commonly composed of ele-
ments from groups 13 and 14. In the present paper,
we focus on Ba8Ga16Ge30, which belongs to space group
Pm3¯n (international tables of crystallography number
223) and features two smaller and six larger cages
per unit cell (Fig. 1).9–11 Ba8Ga16Ge30 has been in-
vestigated extensively both experimentally5,6,12–16 and
theoretically,13,17–24 especially because of its promising
thermoelectric properties.
Generally these materials exhibit a very low thermal
conductivity comparable to that of glasses,3,16,25 which
is crucial for their good thermoelectric performance, and
accordingly clathrates are commonly regarded as realiza-
tions of the “phonon glass-electron crystal” concept.26
This behavior can be attributed to the “rattler”-like
atomic motion of the guest species, which results from
their relatively small size compared to the host cage.20,27
While experimental measurements agree with respect
to the general magnitude of the thermal conductivity in
clathrates they exhibit some noticeable differences (il-
lustrated for the case of Ba8Ga16Ge30 in Fig. 5 below).
These variations can originate from several factors in-
cluding for example sample preparation, thermal emis-
sion, and the general difficulties associated with measur-
ing small thermal conductivities. Furthermore, as one is
often interested in separating out the contribution to the
thermal conductivity from lattice vibrations, one must
make assumptions with respect to the electronic contri-
bution, which adds another source of uncertainty. In
this situation, predictive modeling on the basis of first-
principles calculations cannot only provide very valuable
insight but also guide the development of new materials.
Compared to previous studies on Ba8Ga16Ge30,
23,24 we
provide a comprehensive comparison with experimental
data for both vibrational spectrum and thermal conduc-
tivity, as well as an analysis of the composition depen-
dence of the rattler modes and the electronic contribution
FIG. 1. Crystal structure of type I clathrates. The guest
species (Ba) occupies Wyckoff sites of type 2a and 6d, while
the host species (Ga, Ge) occupy Wyckoff sites of type 6c,
16i, and 24k.
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2to the thermal conductivity. We furthermore emphasize
the importance of accounting for the temperature depen-
dence of phonon frequencies in order to obtain a sensible
description of the thermal conductivity in this type of
materials.
Here, we present a comprehensive study of the thermal
conductivity in Ba8Ga16Ge30 as a prototypical clathrate,
which combines Boltzmann transport theory with first-
principles calculations within the framework of den-
sity functional theory. We address separately the elec-
tronic and vibrational contributions, account for finite-
temperature effects on vibrational frequencies and life-
times, consider the impact of the exchange-correlation
functional, and conduct a careful comparison with ex-
perimental data. It is demonstrated that while the
Wiedemann-Franz law provides a reasonable approxima-
tion to the electronic thermal conductivity, it is crucial
to use the appropriate pre-factor, an aspect that is often
overlooked in the analysis of experimental data.
Furthermore it is shown that the rattler-mode frequen-
cies calculated in the static (zero temperature) limit sys-
tematically underestimate the experimental data, which
leads to a striking underestimation of the lattice ther-
mal conductivity. To overcome this limitation one must
take into account phonon renormalization, which is ac-
complished effectively by using temperature dependent
force constants. The resulting model reproduces the ex-
perimentally measured temperature dependence of the
rattler-mode frequencies and leads to an increase of the
thermal conductivity by more than a factor of two, which
brings the predicted data in good agreement with exper-
imental data. Finally, we provide a careful examination
of the contributions to the thermal conductivity, which
shines light on the “phonon glass” picture and reveals
that more modes contribute to the thermal conductivity
than previously assumed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
The next section provides an overview of the method-
ological aspects of this work including computational de-
tails as well as a review of the most important relations
from Boltzmann transport theory. The first part of the
Results and Discussion section then focuses on the suit-
ability of different exchange-correlation functionals to de-
scribe the clathrate structures. This is followed by an
examination of the phonon dispersion, especially the rat-
tler modes, emphasizing their temperature dependence
as well as the effect of order and composition. This sets
up a comprehensive analysis of the vibrational and elec-
tronic contributions to the thermal conductivity. Finally,
we summarize the key results and conclusions in Sect. IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity κ in a solid chiefly comprises
contributions from electronic carriers κe and lattice vi-
brations (phonons) κl,
κ = κe + κl. (1)
In the following we outline the approach taken to com-
pute the two terms in the above equation.
1. Lattice thermal conductivity
The lattice (phononic) contribution κl to the thermal
conductivity can be computed by solving the phonon
Boltzmann transport equation (BTE).28 In the present
treatment, we limit our analysis to the framework of
the relaxation time approximation (RTA) of the phonon
BTE, in which the lattice thermal conductivity is
κl =
1
Ω
∑
iq
gqviq ⊗ viqτiqciq. (2)
Here, Ω is the unit cell volume, gq is the q-point weight,
and viq = ∇qωiq is the group velocity of mode i at
point q of the Brillouin zone with ωiq being the mode
frequency. Both phonon frequencies and group velocities
can be derived from the second-order force constant ma-
trix, which is given by the second derivative of the energy
E with respect to the atomic displacements uα(il)
28
Φαβ(il, i
′l′) =
∂2E
∂uα(il)∂uβ(i′l′)
, (3)
where α and β are Cartesian directions, i is the site index
relative to the unit cell basis, and l an index enumerating
the unit cells. From the force constant matrix one can
readily compute the dynamical matrix at any momentum
vector q,
Dαβ(jj
′, q) =
1√
mjmj′
∑
l′
Φαβ(j0, j
′l′)eiq·(rj′l′−rj0),
(4)
where mj is the atomic mass of the species occupying
site j. Diagonalization of Dαβ(jj
′, q) then yields nor-
mal modes and phonon frequencies ωiq, from which the
mode-specific heat capacity ciq at temperature T can be
obtained via
ciq = kB
x2 expx
(1− expx)2 with x =
~ωiq
kBT
. (5)
The relaxation time τiq, or phonon lifetime, which ap-
pears in Eq. (2), comprises contributions from different
scattering processes including, e.g., phonon-phonon in-
teraction, isotope mass variation, boundary scattering,
alloying, and disorder. Here, we consider phonon-phonon
interaction and isotope mass variation. According to the
most simple approximation, known as Matthiessen’s rule,
the different scattering processes are assumed to be inde-
pendent, i.e. their scattering rates (or inverse lifetimes)
are additive
τ−1iq = τ
−1
ph−ph,iq + τ
−1
iso,iq. (6)
3In the present work scattering due to isotope mass varia-
tion (τiso,iq) has been treated according to second order
perturbation theory29 whereas the contribution due to
phonon-phonon scattering (τ−1ph−ph,iq) was treated at the
level of first-order perturbation theory,28 which requires
knowledge of not only the second but also third-order
interatomic force constants (IFCs).30,31 As detailed in
Sect. II B, we computed IFCs both in the static (0 K)
limit using the finite displacement method and from
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
2. Electronic thermal conductivity
In the relaxation time approximation (RTA) to the lin-
earized Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) the elec-
tronic contribution to the thermal conductivity κe is
given by
κe = κ
0 − S2σT (7)
with28,32,33
σ =
2e2
Ω
∑
ik
gkvik ⊗ vikτik
(
∂f
∂ε
)
ε=εik
(8)
S =
σ−1
eT
∑
ik
gkvik ⊗ vikτik [εik − µe]
(
∂f
∂ε
)
ε=εik
(9)
κ0 =
e
TΩ
∑
ik
gkvik ⊗ vikτik[εik − µe]2
(
∂f
∂ε
)
ε=εik
.
(10)
Here, Ω is the unit cell volume, gk is the k-point weight, i
refers to the band index, τik is the mode and momentum
dependent lifetime, vik = ~−1∂εik/∂k is the group veloc-
ity, f is the occupation function, and µe is the electron
chemical potential.
We have previously studied the electronic conductiv-
ity σ and the Seebeck coefficient S for Ba8Ga16Ge30 and
conducted a systematic comparison with experiment.21
Using a charge carrier concentration of ne = 3×1020 cm3
and a mode and momentum-independent effective life-
time model with τeff = τ300(300 K/T )
1/2 we were able to
achieve very good agreement with experimental data, and
accordingly this approach is also adopted in the present
work.
B. Computational details
1. General
DFT calculations were performed using the projector
augmented wave method34 as implemented in the Vi-
enna ab initio simulation package (vasp).35 To assess the
sensitivity of our results to the treatment of exchange-
correlation effects, we used both the PBE functional36
and the van der Waals density functional method37 with
consistent exchange (vdW-DF-cx)38 as implemented in
vasp.39,40
The plane-wave energy cutoff energy was set to 243 eV
(Ba8Ga16Ge30), 312 eV (Ba8Al16Ge30), and 319 eV
(Ba8Al16Si30, Ba8Ga16Si30), respectively, in calculations
at fixed volume and cell shape. For cell shape relax-
ations the plane-wave energy cutoff was increased by
30%. A Gaussian smearing with a width of 0.1 eV was
used throughout. Structural relaxations were performed
using a Γ-centered 3×3×3 k-point mesh until the residual
forces were below 10 meV/A˚ and absolute stresses were
below 0.1 kbar.
2. Vibrational spectra and lattice thermal conductivity
The static second and third-order IFCs as well as the
thermal conductivity were computed using the sheng-
BTE30,41,42 and phonopy43 codes. Calculations were
carried out using 2× 2× 2 supercells (432 atoms) and in
the case of the third-order IFCs included displacements
up to the fifth neighbor shell. The Brillouin zone was
sampled using a 9 × 9 × 9 q-point mesh and a smear-
ing parameter of σ = 0.01. There was no indication of
any significant difference between the results within the
framework of RTA-BTE, and the fully converged solution
to the BTE, hence the full set of computations was lim-
ited to the RTA. The second-order IFCs obtained in this
process were also used to model the thermal expansion
within the quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA).
As will be shown below, using the IFCs obtained in
the static (0 K) limit to predict the thermal conductivity
leads to a substantial underestimation. We therefore also
determined effective temperature dependent IFCs using
an approach similar to the one described in Ref. 44. To
this end, we carried out first-principles molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations in the canonical ensemble at
temperatures of 100, 200, 300, and 600 K. We employed
primitive 54-atom cells, which were sampled using a Γ-
centered 3×3×3 k-point mesh. The equations of motion
were integrated for a total of about 5,500 time step using
a time step of 5 fs. After discarding the first 1,000 steps
for equilibration, about 180 snap shots at a spacing of
25 MD steps were used for training, by least-squares fit-
ting temperature dependent interatomic force constants
(TDIFCs) using our in-house hiphive code.45 Finally,
shengBTE was used to calculate the thermal conduc-
tivity from the resulting IFCs.
3. Vibrational spectra of non-stoichiometric compounds
Additional calculations of the vibrational spectra were
carried out for Ba8GaxGe46−x and Ba8AlxSi46−x for
14 ≤ x ≤ 18. To this end, we employed 54-atom cells
and structures obtained previously by Monte Carlo sim-
ulations that are representative of the actual chemical
order in the material. In total data was obtained for 20
4structures per composition, equivalent to 200 configura-
tions in total.
4. Electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity
To calculate the electronic contribution to the ther-
mal conductivity we considered both the chemically or-
dered ground state structure and the chemically disor-
dered structures obtained by Monte Carlo simulations.21
The latter configurations are representative of the ac-
tual chemical (dis)order in the material at 600, 900,
and 1200 K as described in detail in Ref. 21. Results
were averaged over five structures per temperature. The
wave function of the fully relaxed structures were con-
verged using a Γ-centered 4× 4× 4 k-point mesh, which
was followed by a non-self-consistent computation of the
eigenenergy spectra on a Γ-centered 20 × 20 × 20 mesh.
The terms in Eq. (7) were subsequently computed using
the BoltzTrap code.33
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structure and thermal expansion
An accurate description of the vibrational properties is
important for modeling the thermal conductivity. While
the PBE functional has been used extensively in the past
in electronic structure calculations of inorganic clathrates
(see e.g., Refs. 20 and 23), it is known to underestimate
the bond stiffness (see e.g., Ref. 46). In the present work,
we therefore also considered the vdW-DF-cx method (see
Sect. II B), which has been found to yield an excel-
lent description of finite temperature properties for other
materials.46,47
As a first step in assessing the performance of these
functionals we determined the temperature dependence
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameter
for Ba8Ga16Ge30 obtained within the quasi-harmonic approx-
imation. Experimental data are from Ref. 11.
of the lattice structure of the four stoichiometric com-
pounds Ba8Ga16Ge30, Ba8Ga16Si30, Ba8Al16Ge30, and
Ba8Al16Si30 based on the ordered ground state (0 K)
structure determined in Ref. 22. In this context it must
be noted that it is not always possible to find experimen-
tal data for the lattice parameters for the stoichiometric
compounds. This applies in particular to the Si-based
clathrates,11,48–50 presumably because the solubility limit
is about x = 1548,49 for both Ga in Ba8GaxSi46−x and
Al in Ba8AlxSi46−x. The lattice parameters that corre-
spond to x = 16 have been estimated by performing a
linear least-squares fit for each data set. It shall also be
noted that the experimentally determined lattice param-
eters and compositions can vary markedly depending on
the measurement technique.11,48,51
Both functionals overestimate the lattice parameter
compared to experiment, with PBE always giving the
higher estimate (Table I and Fig. 2). Overall the agree-
ment achieved by the vdW-DF-cx calculations is very
good with an average deviation of 0.6% (1.5% for PBE).
It should be noted that chemical disordering, which is
generally present in these compounds,11 has an effect on
the lattice parameter. Based on our earlier analysis,22
one can assume that as the material is cooled down af-
ter synthesis the chemical order is frozen in at a tem-
perature of about 600 K. At this temperature the lattice
parameter in Ba8Ga16Ge30 has been predicted to be in-
creased by 0.028 A˚ relative to the ground state structure,
decreased by about 0.028 A˚ in the case of Ba8Ga16Si30
and relatively unchanged in the case of Ba8Al16Ge30 and
Ba8Al16Si30. These contributions, however, barely affect
the agreement with experiment and leave the average er-
rors unchanged.
TABLE I. Finite temperature lattice parameters from calcula-
tion and experiment. The values in brackets denote the lattice
parameters obtained without taking into account zero-point
vibrations. In the calculations the temperature dependence
was described at the level of the quasi-harmonic approxima-
tion.
Material Calculation Experiment
0 K 300 K 300 K
Ba8Ga16Ge30 Ref. 52 Ref. 14
PBE 10.98 (10.96) 11.02 10.76a 10.80a
vdW-DF-cx 10.86 (10.85) 10.90
Ba8Ga16Si30 Ref. 11 Ref. 48
PBE 10.68 (10.66) 10.71 10.54b 10.57b
vdW-DF-cx 10.60 (10.58) 10.62
Ba8Al16Si30 Ref. 50 Ref. 49
PBE 10.74 (10.72) 10.76 10.64b 10.65b
vdW-DF-cx 10.67 (10.65) 10.69
Ba8Al16Ge30 Ref. 51 Ref. 53
PBE 11.01 (10.99) 11.04 10.85a 10.88b
vdW-DF-cx 10.91 (10.90) 10.94
a Interpolated
b Extrapolated
5B. Phonon dispersion in the static (0 K)imit
Due to the large mass of the Ba atoms as well as their
weak coupling to the host structure, the associated rat-
tler modes show up as low-frequency optical modes in the
phonon spectrum (Fig. 3). They appear at higher fre-
quencies in the vdW-DF-cx calculations [Fig. 3(a)] than
in the case of the PBE functional [Fig. 3(b)] as expected
based on the known “softness” of the latter. For both
functionals one observes the phonon modes in the zero
temperature limit to be lower than the experimentally
measured frequencies [black dashed lines in Fig. 3(a-c)].27
C. Phonon dispersion at finite temperatures
As will be shown below the thermal conductivity cal-
culated on the basis of the static IFCs systematically and
substantially underestimates experimental data (also see
Ref. 23). As will become apparent in the analysis of
the thermal conductivity (Sect. III E) lower frequencies
of the rattler modes reduce the Brillouin zone volume cor-
responding to propagating modes, which translates into
a lower thermal conductivity. It is therefore a very rel-
evant question to which extent phonon-phonon interac-
tions affect the rattler mode frequencies. In fact the low
frequencies of the rattler modes imply that they are fully
activated already at low temperatures and thus phonon-
phonon interaction driven frequency shifts can already
occur below room temperature. This notion is supported
by experimental data from both inelastic neutron and
Raman scattering27 that reveals a notable temperature
dependence of the rattler modes.
Using a series of temperature dependent interatomic
force constants (TDIFCs, see Sect. II B), we therefore
calculated the vibrational spectrum as a function of tem-
perature. The full phonon dispersion at 300 K [Fig. 3(c)]
does indeed reveal an upward shift of the lowermost op-
tical branches. A comprehensive comparison with ex-
perimental data [Fig. 4(c)] demonstrates that the TD-
IFCs can also rather accurately reproduced both the ab-
solute values and the temperature dependence of the rat-
tler modes.61 As will be discussed below these effects are
actually crucial for being able to predict correctly the
thermal conductivity.
D. Chemical composition and ordering
According to experimental,49–51,57,62–67 theoreti-
cal22,68 as well as combined53,69 studies, the structural
and physical properties of, ternary, inorganic clathrates
vary markedly with chemical composition. Specifically,
it has been shown that the displacement of the guest
atom from the 6d site22,51 and the associated vibrational
frequencies57,62 depend on the number of Al or Ga
atoms per unit cell, in ternary compounds of the type
Ba8{Al,Ga}x{Si,Ge}46−x. Moreover, experimental
evidence suggests that the degree of off-centering, the
frequencies of the lowest Raman active modes and the
lattice thermal conductivity are correlated for com-
pounds in the structurally similar quaternary system
Sr8Ga16SixGe30−x.55,56
Given these results, it is reasonable to assume that the
lattice thermal conductivity also varies to some degree
with chemical composition. We therefore computed the
variation of the 18 lowest-frequency phonon modes, asso-
ciated with the Ba atom at the 6d site70, with the number
of group-13 atoms not only in Ba8GaxGe46−x but also
Ba8AlxSi46−x, where the latter was included as it repre-
sents the limit of a host matrix made up of light elements.
Specifically, we extracted and averaged the Γ-point fre-
quencies for 20 representative configurations (Sect. II B 3)
for each composition in the range 14 ≤ x ≤ 18. The
modes naturally fall into three groups, with six modes
in each [Fig. 4(a,b)]. The splitting of the modes can be
viewed as a consequence of the facts that (i) the guest
atom is not located at the immediate center of the cage,
(ii) the latter is shaped like a tetrakaidekahedron, and
(iii) the Al and Ga atoms are not necessarily symmetri-
cally distributed between the framework sites.22
For Ba8AlxSi46−x the phonon modes slightly soften
with increasing x; a similar trend albeit even weaker can
also be observed for the lower two groups in the case of
Ba8Ga16Ge30. This behavior correlates with the increase
in the lattice constant, which is larger for Ba8AlxSi46−x
than for Ba8GaxGe46−x [gray lines in Fig. 4 (a,b)]. A
larger lattice parameter implies that the size of the cages
occupied by Ba atoms increases, which leads to weaker
restoring forces and, hence, lower vibrational frequencies.
Overall one must conclude, however, that the phonon fre-
quencies, associated with the vibrations of the Ba atom
at the 6d Wyckoff, are relatively insensitive to the chem-
ical composition since the difference between x = 14 and
x = 18 is of the same magnitude as the spread of the
frequencies.
E. Thermal conductivity: lattice contribution
1. Comparison of scattering channels
Based on the analysis of the vibrational properties de-
scribed in the previous sections we computed the lattice
contribution to the thermal conductivity. These calcula-
tions were carried out for the chemically ordered ground
state structure of Ba8Ga16Ge30
21,22 using both the PBE
functional and the vdW-DF-cx method.
When limiting the analysis to phonon-phonon scatter-
ing, one obtains a strong variation with temperature that
follows a T−2 behavior at low temperatures and a T−1
trend at temperatures & 100 K [Fig. 5(a)]. Isotope scat-
tering affects only the very low temperature region lead-
ing to a peak in the conductivity below 10 K.
The chemical disordering at finite temperatures that
was already alluded to above is inevitably associated
6FIG. 3. (a-c) Phonon dispersion of Ba8Ga16Ge30 showing the low frequency region along the Γ-R direction derived (a,b)
from IFCs obtained in the static (0 K) limit by the finite-displacement (FD) method and (c) from temperature dependent force
constants (TDIFCs) corresponding to a temperature of 300 K. Black dashed lines indicate the result of a simple spring model
fitted to experimental data.27 The model underestimates the splitting at the zone boundary close to 5 meV, which is actually
approximately 1 meV. (d) Total phonon densities of states. (e) Partial densities of states showing the contributions from Ba
on 2a Wyckoff sites (blue line), Ba on 6d sites (red line) and contributions from the Ga/Ge cage structure (green).
FIG. 4. (a,b) Composition dependence of the lowest lying rattler modes in (a) Ba8GaxGe46−x and (b) Ba8AlxSi46−x along
with the variation of the lattice constant (in gray). Specifically, the red, yellow and blue lines correspond to the average
frequencies for modes 1–6, 7–12 and 13–18, respectively. The standard deviations obtained by averaging over 20 representative
configurations at each composition are indicated by shaded filled curves. (c) Temperature dependence of the partial density of
states associated with Ba atoms on 6d Wyckoff sites (shaded filled curves, compare Fig. 3(e)) in comparison with experimental
data from inelastic neutron scattering on powder (PINS) and single crystalline (SINS) samples,27 Raman Scattering27,54–57 and
THz spectroscopy.58–60
with mass mixing, which affects both the frequencies via
Eq. (4) and the lifetimes in a way analogous to isotope
scattering. The effect on the frequencies is modest as
evident from the analysis in Sect. III D, that is to say
the second-order force constants are hardly affected by
chemical mixing on the host lattice, at least at a Ga:Ge
ratio of 16:30.
By extension of Eq. (6), mass disorder due to chemical
mixing can, however, also affect the lifetimes. Here, this
effect was modeled analogous to isotope (mass) scattering
using site occupancy factors obtained in previous simu-
lations to compute the variance of the atomic masses.22
The results show that the impact on the lifetimes is only
discernible at very low temperatures [dashed black line
in Fig. 5(a)]. This is in fact rather unsurprising since
already elemental Ge has a rather mass variance due to
multiple isotopes.
2. Overview of experimental data
The total thermal conductivity κ has been measured
using a variety of techniques for both single and polycrys-
talline samples, see e.g., Refs. 5, 6, 63, and 72. To extract
the lattice contribution to the thermal conductivity, it is
customary to remove the electronic part by the use of
Wiedemann-Franz law. Yet, as discussed in Sect. III F,
the Wiedemann-Franz law is in fact only approximately
valid under the relevant conditions. For the sake of con-
sistency, here we nonetheless use the data reported in the
original papers and focus on single crystalline samples.
The compilation of the experimental results [Fig. 5(b)]
illustrates a noticeable spread, especially at low tem-
peratures. The strong temperature dependence along
with the pronounced low-temperature peak in the data
for n-type Ba8Ga16Ge30
63,72 indicate a crystal-like ther-
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FIG. 5. Lattice thermal conductivity κl of Ba8Ga16Ge30
as a function of temperature. (a) Comparison of κl due to
different included scattering channels, calculated using IFCs
achieved with the vdW-DF-cx functional, as well as a compar-
ison to the computations using temperature dependent force
constants (TDIFCs). (b) Comparison between computations,
using IFCs from the vdW-DF-cx functional (red solid line),
the PBE functional (solid blue line), temperature dependent
force constants (squares) and experimental data sets (dashed
lines marked by numbers). The inset shows the same data on
a linear scale. The experimental data are from Refs. 71 (1, p-
type), 64 (2, p-type; 3, n-type), 12 (4, n-type), 72 (5, n-type),
73 (6, 7). The authors of Ref. 72 (5) point out that due to the
large surface to volume ratio, their measurements become un-
reliable above approximately 100 K due to thermal emission.
The shaded areas and open squares represent the difference
between the electronic contribution to the thermal conduc-
tivity from BTT κe and the Wiedemann-Franz law LσT with
L = 2.0(kB/e)
2.
mal conductivity down to very low temperatures. By
contrast, the much weaker temperature dependence
and low-temperature plateau in the results for p-type
material63,71 are consistent with glass-like behavior.
This correlation between n-type (p-type) electrical and
crystal-like (glass-like) thermal conductivity has been
documented in Ref. 16. The crossover between the
two conductivity types occurs close to the stoichiomet-
ric composition of 16:30 with n-type (p-type) material
being slightly Ga (Ge) deficient.63 It has been found
experimentally14 that Ba atoms, which are formally as-
signed to 6d Wyckoff sites, are less (more) displaced in
n-type (p-type) material.22
Interestingly, a numerical study of the low-frequency
modes in Ba8Ga16Ge30 and Ba8Ga16Sn30 as cases for
on and off-center Ba positioning has found crystal-like
and glass-like conductivity, respectively.74 For the case
of Ba8Ga16Sn30 it has been furthermore argued that
the low-temperature plateau is due to a delocalization-
localization transition for the acoustic modes.75 The lat-
ter process in turn can only occur for off-center guest
atoms, which induce disorder and level repulsion. In
this situation, the heat carrying quasi-particles become
overdamped, i.e. the oscillation period is comparable to
the lifetime, leading to a saturated and thus temperature
independent lattice thermal conductivity.76 To properly
capture this effect a non-perturbative treatment is re-
quired. Here, we therefore limit ourselves to a compari-
son with experimental data for the thermal conductivity
of n-type material. We note, however, that the present
approach for extracting IFCs can in principle be extended
to the necessary higher expansion orders.77
3. Comparison between calculations and experiment
The lattice thermal conductivities derived from IFCs
obtained in the static limit by either PBE or vdW-
DF-cx substantially underestimate the experimental data
(Fig. 5, also see Ref. 23). This is a rather unusual obser-
vation as one more commonly finds calculations to over-
estimate the experimental data (see e.g., Ref. 47) as com-
putational analysis commonly account only for some of
the scattering mechanisms that are active in reality.
The behavior observed here can, however, be under-
stood by considering the expression for the lattice ther-
mal conductivity Eq. (2) and the phonon dispersions
(Fig. 3). Since in the case of the static IFC calcula-
tions the rattler modes are located at lower frequencies
than in the experimental data the avoided crossings with
the acoustic modes27 occur at smaller q vectors and as
a result the relative fraction of propagating modes that
contributes to the thermal conductivity is reduced. This
mechanism can also explain the lower thermal conduc-
tivity obtained from PBE relative to vdW-DF-cx calcu-
lations.
As shown above, one must account for the effect
of phonon-phonon coupling on the frequency spectrum
in order to obtain closer agreement with experiment
(Fig. 3). Accordingly, using temperature dependent IFCs
(TDIFCs) in Eq. (2) leads to a substantial increase in the
thermal conductivity by a factor of two at 100 K up to
a factor of three at 600 K. This effect is crucial in order
to achieve good agreement with the experimental data
in this temperature range. In addition, the temperature
dependence of κl shifts from κl ∝ T−1 to κl ∝ T−0.69,
which rather closely follows the experimental trend.
8The importance of temperature dependent frequencies
is also evident from the calculations in Ref. 24, in which
the temperature dependence of the vibrational spectrum
was included via the self-consistent phonon formalism
based on a fourth-order model. In the latter approach
the frequencies are thus temperature dependent whereas
the IFCs themselves are not. In the present case, we em-
ploy (effective) TDIFCs up to third-order to achieve a
very similar effect.78 The present methodology moreover
allows us to analyze the contribution from second and
third-order TDIFCs to the thermal conductivity sepa-
rately. To this end, we also computed the thermal con-
ductivity using second-order TDIFCs and static (zero-
K) third-order IFCs. The results (see Figure 1 of the
Supplementary Information) demonstrate the (effective)
temperature dependence to be important for both second
and third-order IFCs. Whereas including (only) second-
order TDIFCs causes a change in the structure of the
lifetimes as a function of frequency, including third-order
TDIFCs further leads to a systematic increase in the life
times by a factor of up to approximately two.
4. Microscopic contributions
Inorganic clathrates have repeatedly been shown to ex-
hibit very low thermal conductivities3,5,6,63,72 and have
been discussed as realizations of the so-called phonon
glass-electron crystal (PGEC) concept.1,16 Accordingly,
the mechanisms that give rise to the very low thermal
conductivity in clathrates have been scrutinized experi-
mentally as well as by theory and simulation, see, e.g.,
Refs. 20, 23–25, 27, 74, 79–82. The primary object of
attention has been the phonon dispersion,20,27,74 which
provides information about vibrational frequencies and
group velocities and is more readily accessible both in
experiments and calculations. The phonon lifetimes in
these materials have only been recently addressed using
an approximate lifetime model for Ba8Ga16Si30
79 as well
as perturbation theory in the case Ba8Ga16Ge30.
23,24
The present calculations allow us to scrutinize the in-
dividual contributions to the lattice thermal conductiv-
ity according to Eq. (2), including group velocities and
lifetimes, and thereby gain further insight into the glass-
like thermal conduction in inorganic clathrates. From
the phonon dispersion [Fig. 6(a)] two energy regions ω <
3 meV and 12 meV < ~ω < 16 meV can be identified with
large group velocities. At low temperatures, the contri-
bution to κL stems mainly from the region ω < 2 meV
[Fig. 6(b)]. Yet already at about 300 K almost half of
the heat transport is accomplished by modes with fre-
quencies above 3 meV. This behavior is the result of two
concurrent processes: (i) from about 300 K all modes
are occupied and the mode specific heat capacity Eq. (5)
saturates; (ii) the lifetimes of the acoustic modes in the
lower energy window drop substantially whereas the life-
times of the higher lying modes are relatively less af-
fected [Fig. 6(d)]. Compared to previous studies, which
FIG. 6. (a) Phonon dispersion in Ba8Ga16Ge30 from static
vdW-DF-cx IFCs. (b) Normalized accumulated lattice ther-
mal conductivity with respect to energy as computed with
static vdW-DF-cx IFCs at 3, 30 and 300 K (solid lines),
compared to calculations based on the temperature depen-
dent force constants (TDIFCs) at 300 K. (c) Phonon-phonon
limited lifetimes at 300 K computed with PBE IFCs (black
markers), vdW-DF-cx IFCs (red markers) and TDIFCs (blue
markers). The filled yellow curves indicate the overdamped
region for a classical harmonic oscillator. (d) Comparison of
lifetimes computed from static vdW-DF-cx IFCs at 3, 30 and
300 K.
focused primarily on the low energy region, the present
results thus demonstrate that at least in the case of
Ba8Ga16Ge30 important contributions stem from higher
energy modes and must be included in order to obtain a
sound description of the thermal conductivity.
When considering the static IFCs it appears that a
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FIG. 7. Electronic contribution κe to the thermal con-
ductivity calculated for the ground state structure as well as
for structures extracted from Monte Carlo simulations21 rep-
resentative of the chemical order at different temperatures.
Data obtained using the Wiedemann-Franz law κe = LσT
are shown by dashed lines, whereas the thermal conductiv-
ity obtained within the framework of Boltzmann transport
theory33,84 is shown by solid lines. Note that below 900 K the
two sets of data deviate by as much as 25%, whereas above ap-
proximately 900 K the BTT data indicates a sharp rise which
is not predicted by the Wiedemann-Franz law.
large number of modes is actual either strongly damped
or even overdamped [Fig. 6(c)]. The oscillation period
of these modes is thus comparable to their lifetime. In
the case of the TDIFCs the lifetimes are notably longer,
which reflects the effective (albeit not formal) renormal-
ization of the modes.
Overall, in agreement with previous work the present
calculations demonstrate that weak coupling between
host and low-lying guest (Ba) modes gives rise to avoided
band crossings in the phonon dispersion,20,27 which in
turn cause a dramatic reduction in the group velocities of
almost all modes with frequencies above the lowest guest
mode.20,27 The few dispersed modes above this threshold
are strongly damped and accordingly do not contribute
notably to κl. The very small thermal conductivity is
thus the result of the extremely small Brillouin zone vol-
ume available to propagating phonon modes. It should
also be noted that since the effective mean free path drops
to about 1 nm already at 300 K, further reduction of κl by
e.g., microstructural engineering83 does not appear to be
very promising. It should also be recalled that in the tem-
perature range relevant for thermoelectric applications,
the electronic contribution κe is already comparable to if
not larger than κl (see Sect. III F).
F. Thermal conductivity: electronic contribution
When conducting experiments only the total ther-
mal conductivity κ is directly accessible. To resolve
each contribution one therefore commonly resorts to the
Wiedemann-Franz law. The Wiedemann-Franz law cou-
ples the electrical conductivity σ to the electronic thermal
conductivity
κe = LσT, (11)
by which the lattice thermal conductivity κl is esti-
mated. Here, L = L0(k
2
B/e
2) is the Lorenz number.
When resolving experimental data it is common to use
L0 = pi
2/3 ≈ 3.3, which is obtained for a degenerate elec-
tron gas, or not specify the value of L0 used. As noted,
e.g., in Ref. 85 a value of L0 = 2 should be used for a de-
generate semiconductor (such as a typical thermoelectric
clathrate). Even then the Wiedemann-Franz law ought
to be considered a low level approximation to the actual
behavior as L0 is not a universal constant.
We therefore conclude our analysis of the thermal
conductivity in the prototypical inorganic clathrate
Ba8Ga16Ge30 by considering the electronic contribution
κe (Fig. 7). At low temperatures . 200 K the thus
obtained κe agrees rather well with the Wiedemann-
Franz law assuming a degenerate electron gas (L0 ≈ 3.3),
whereas at higher temperatures & 400K the semiconduc-
tor value L0 = 2 yields better agreement.
Above approximately 900 K the κe from Boltzmann
transport theory reveals a sharp rise for some struc-
tural models. In this context one should note that the
integrand in the expression for the electronic thermal
conductivity33,84 Eq. (10) includes a term (εik − µe)2.
As a result, κe is most sensitive to contributions from
states about kBT above and below the Fermi level µe,
rather than to states in the immediate vicinity of µe,
which dominate in the case of σ. The deviation at higher
temperatures could, therefore, be an indication for short-
comings of the effective lifetime model, which does not
distinguish these states. In any case, the present analy-
sis suggests that the Wiedemann-Franz law should be
applied with caution when trying to discriminate the
electronic and lattice thermal conductivities, and that
a value of L0 corresponding to a degenerate semiconduc-
tor is more appropriate for describing the situation in
inorganic clathrates.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The very low thermal conductivities observed in in-
organic clathrates are challenging to address both ex-
perimentally and computationally. In the present study,
focusing on Ba8Ga16Ge30, we have undertaken a system-
atic computational analysis of the various mechanisms
and features that contribute to this property.
Firstly, we have addressed the role of the exchange-
correlation functional in describing both structure and
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vibrational spectra, from which we concluded that the
vdW-DF-cx method provides a well balanced descrip-
tion of inorganic clathrates. Next by using tempera-
ture dependent interatomic force constants we demon-
strated that phonon-phonon coupling (and thus temper-
ature) must be taken into account in order to accurately
capture the frequencies of the rattler modes, which also
allowed us to predict correctly the experimentally ob-
served temperature dependence of these modes. On the
other hand, the composition dependence of the rattler
mode frequencies was shown to be small.
Based on this level of understanding we then predicted
both the lattice and the electronic thermal conductivity.
For the former we obtained very good agreement with
experiments using temperature dependent IFCs whereas
we observed a pronounced underestimation when using
IFCs representing the static limit. The κl values ob-
tained using different IFCs could be rationalized by con-
sidering the relative Brillouin zone volume of propagat-
ing (heat carrying) modes. Specifically, the underesti-
mation of the rattler modes is associated with the on-
set of avoided crossings at a lower q vector. The analy-
sis furthermore reveals that IFCs obtained in the static
limit yield heavily damped as well as overdamped quasi-
particles, which is suggestive of glass-like transport. Tak-
ing into account phonon-phonon coupling via temper-
ature dependent IFCs (and thus effectively mimicking
renormalization) leads to larger lifetimes and more well
defined quasi-particles.
Finally, a comparison of predictions for the electronic
contribution to the thermal conductivity demonstrates
the Wiedemann-Franz law must be applied with more
care when separating experimental thermal conductivity
data as the L0 pre-factor can vary between 2 (degenerate
semi-conductor) and 3.3 (free electron gas) across the
temperature range of interest.
The present results provide a very detailed perspec-
tive on the thermal conductivity in inorganic clathrates
and shed light on the application of Boltzmann trans-
port theory for predicting systems with strongly damped
quasi-particles. The thermal conductivity in clathrates
has been studied in a few previous studies, including
Ba8Ga16Ge30,
23,24 pure silicon clathrates M8−xSi46,80,82
and the ordered clathrate Ba8Au6Ge46.
81 With the ex-
ception of Ref. 24, these studies employed IFCs obtained
at zero K and restricted the range of interactions. Here,
we emphasized the importance of taking into account
the effect of phonon-phonon coupling on the vibrational
spectrum. Furthermore, we demonstrated the efficacy of
advanced regression schemes45 for extracting IFCs with
minimal restrictions.
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